Prior studies have shown that words show a composite effect: When readers perform a same-different matching task on a target-part of a word, performance is affected by the irrelevant part, whose influence is severely reduced when the two parts are misaligned. However, the locus of this word composite effect is largely unknown. To enlighten it, in two experiments, Portuguese readers performed the composite task on letter strings: in Experiment 1, in written words varying in surface features (between-participants: courier, notera, alternating-cAsE), and in Experiment 2 in pseudowords. The word composite effect, signaled by a significant interaction between alignment of the two word parts and congruence between parts was found in the three conditions of Experiment 1, being unaffected by NoVeLtY of the configuration or by handwritten form. This effect seems to have a lexical locus, given that in Experiment 2 only the main effect of congruence between parts was significant and was not modulated by alignment. Indeed, the cross-experiment analysis showed that words presented stronger congruence effects than pseudowords only in the aligned condition, because when misaligned the whole lexical item configuration was disrupted. Therefore, the word composite effect strongly depends on abstract lexical representations, as it is unaffected by surface features and is specific to lexical items.
INTRODUCTION
Written word recognition is a highly demanding visual task, whose acquisition has strong and visible impacts on all stages of visual processing (for a recent review, see, Dehaene et al., 2015) . Indeed, learning to read leads to a general enhancement of early visual responses in the primary occipital cortex and to a better differentiated mosaic of category-specific regions in ventral visual cortex (Dehaene et al., 2010) . Therefore, several authors have suggested that visual word recognition can be seen as a type of perceptual expertise, but one that differs from the face-like, subordinate-level expertise (McCandliss et al., 2003; Dehaene et al., 2005 Dehaene et al., , 2015 Wong et al., 2009 ).
Indeed, in contrast to faces, visual word recognition seems to rely more on part-feature processing (e.g., Pelli et al., 2003) . In order to identify a visual word, the identity, number, and order of elements are crucial and detailed spatial relationships among letters are uninformative (Grainger, 2008) . In this vein, Farah (1991 Farah ( , 1992 , Tanaka and Farah (1993) , Farah et al. (1998) portrayed word and face perception as the two extremes of the continuum of visual object recognition: part-based processing for words vs. holistic processing for faces. This framework agrees with the observation that visual word and face processing are underpinned by selective neural mechanisms (e.g., Kanwisher et al., 1997; Cohen et al., 2000) . On the other hand, one could argue that expert word perception involves at least certain aspects of holistic processing. For example, there is the well-known word superiority effect (Reicher, 1969; Wheeler, 1970) in which people have better recognition of letters presented within words as compared to isolated letters. These data suggest that whole word representation exist and can affect recognition at the letter or feature level (McClelland and Rumelhart, 1981; Rumelhart and McClelland, 1982) .
In order to examine whether visual word recognition presents the signature of perceptual expertise, Wong et al. (2011 Wong et al. ( , 2012 and Chen et al. (2013) have recently adopted a paradigm borrowed from the face-expertise literature, i.e., the composite task. In this task, observers are asked to decide whether a critical half of two sequential stimuli (e.g., the left half of words; for an illustration, see Figure 1A ) is the same or not.
In the complete version of this task (for a recent metaanalysis and review see, Richler and Gauthier, 2014) , the response (same vs. different) and congruency between the halves of the two stimuli (congruent vs. incongruent) are orthogonally manipulated (see Figure 1A) . In same -congruent trials, the critical and the irrelevant half of the two stimuli are the same; in the same -incongruent trials, the critical halves of the two stimuli are the same but the irrelevant halves are different; in differentcongruent trials, the halves (both the critical and the irrelevant) of the two stimuli are different; and in different -incongruent trials the critical halves are different but the irrelevant halves are identical. The congruency effect (i.e., better performance in the congruent than in the incongruent condition) reflects the impact of the irrelevant part on response to the critical part. This effect is estimated in aligned and misaligned conditions, with the latter used as a control, with the two halves of the stimulus misaligned. The rationale is that any interference from the irrelevant part in performance on the critical part indicates automatic and compulsory processing of all parts. Therefore, if the congruency effect is due to holistic processing of the whole stimulus (i.e., with an intact configuration), then it should be severely reduced (or virtually eliminated) in the misaligned condition on which stimulus configuration is disrupted. In other words, the composite effect corresponds to a stronger congruency effect in the aligned than in the misaligned condition, signaled by a significant interaction between alignment and congruency.
This was indeed the pattern of results found by Wong et al. (2011 Wong et al. ( , 2012 for written words. Crucially, native English readers showed a stronger congruency effect for English words than readers with English as second language, specifically in the aligned condition (Wong et al., 2011) , and Chinese readers showed larger holistic effects for Chinese words than non-words (Wong et al., 2012) . From this piece of evidence, the word composite effect seems to be a marker of visual-word expertise in both alphabetic and non-alphabetic scripts. Nonetheless, the locus of this effect is largely unclear. To enlighten it, in the present study, in two experiments, Portuguese readers performed the same-different composite task on letter strings presented in aligned and misaligned blocks (cf. Wong et al., 2011 ; see Figure 1A) .
In Experiment 1, we specifically investigated whether the word composite effect were affected by low-level visual aspects of stimuli, by presenting Portuguese disyllabic consonantvowel-consonant-vowel (CV.CV) words in three fonts (betweenparticipants): courier, notera, and aLtErNaTiNg-case courier. Courier is a typical printed font, but notera simulates handwriting, and both handwritten and alternating-case words differ from typical, printed words in geometrical structure and perceptual difficulty, hindering visual word recognition. We thus tested two alternative hypotheses.
On the one hand, the word composite effect could occur at an early, visual stage of processing, given that the word composite effect found in Chinese readers for one-kanji words relates to the electrophysiological P1 index, occurring 100-140 ms after stimulus onset. In this case, the composite effect would be affected by surface features. Specifically, this effect (signaled by a stronger congruency effect in the aligned than in the misaligned condition) would be stronger for notera than for courier words, given that letters in handwritten words are noisy, ambiguous, (although we acknowledge that letters in notera font may be less "noisy" or "ambiguous" than in handwriting: the letters in handwriting contain a lot of information irrelevant from letter identity and that it is hard to determine the identity of a letter sometimes) and their physical form is affected by neighboring letters due to additional continuity and stronger reliance on configural information than printed words (Barnhart and Goldinger, 2013) . For alternating-case words, the composite effect would be smaller than for courier words, because the novelty of alternating-case disrupts attentionally mediated grouping of letters, hindering word recognition. Additionally, alternating-case disrupts the visual codes that are normally used in word recognition (e.g., Mayall, 2002) . This will reduce the normal support for the appropriate lexical entry.
Alternatively, if the locus of the word composite effect depended on the operation of the visual word form (VWF) system, and hence, on abstract representations (Cohen et al., 2000 (Cohen et al., , 2002 Dehaene et al., 2001 Dehaene et al., , 2004 Dehaene et al., , 2005 McCandliss et al., 2003; Dehaene and Cohen, 2011) , the word composite effect would be immune to changes in surface features, and hence, the significant interaction between alignment and congruency would not be modulated by font.
In Experiment 2, to assess whether the composite effect involved abstract representations that were prelexically assembled, Portuguese readers performed the composite task on CV.CV pseudowords presented in a typical printed font (courier). If the composite effect occurred at an early, prelexical stage of processing, then the interaction between alignment and FIGURE 1 | Illustration of the composite task with Portuguese words and the results of Experiment 1. (A) Sequence of events in the same-different matching composite task (Response × Alignment × Congruency) in Experiment 1. Font was manipulated between-participants (for details see General Method): courier (typical print font; illustrated in the same -congruent condition at the top); alternating-case (illustrated in same-incongruent and misaligned condition at the top and different congruent at the bottom) notera (simulating handwriting; in different-incongruent and aligned condition at the bottom). This is an illustration. In the experiment, we ensured that material was presented in the center of the screen.(B) Mean RTs (in ms) separately by font in the aligned and misaligned blocks with congruent trials in blue and incongruent trials in read. Error bars represent SEM.
congruency would also be found for pseudowords. Alternatively, if it stems from lexical representations, then only the congruence effect would be found given that, regardless of disruption of the CV.CV configuration, due to automatic phonological recoding of the written stimuli, performance would be affected by the irrelevant part even in the misaligned condition.
Finally, as a stringent test of the locus of the composite effect for written stimuli, a cross-experiment analysis was conducted to examine whether the congruency effect would be stronger for words than pseudowords exclusively in the aligned condition. Note that the composite effect is larger for words than for pseudowords in English readers (Wong et al., 2011) , and Chinese readers only present it for words but not for non-words (Wong et al., 2012) . Thus, if the composite effect depended on access to abstract lexical representations, then the congruency effect for Portuguese words would be significantly larger than that for pseudowords but only when the configural representation is preserved (in the aligned condition).
GENERAL METHOD Participants
All participants were native Portuguese readers with normal or corrected to normal vision and no known history of a reading disorder. They were undergraduate students of Psychology at Universidade de Lisboa, and participated voluntarily in exchange of course credits or a bookstore voucher.
In Experiment 1, 141 participants were randomly assigned to one font condition: courier (n = 49), notera (n = 46), and alternating-case (n = 46).
In Experiment 2, 43 participants performed the composite task on pseudowords.
This study followed the Declaration of Helsinki, the Portuguese deontological regulation for Psychology, and was approved by the Deontological Committee of Faculdade de Psicologia of Universidade de Lisboa. All participants provided informed consent.
Material and Procedure
In Experiment 1, 24 sets of four CV.CV Portuguese words were used as stimuli (presented in the Supplemental Material). Each word was divided into a left and a right half as illustrated in Figure 1A : the left half was always the critical one. Within set, the left and right halves of each word were interchanged to create the four words resulting from the orthogonal manipulation of response (same; different) and congruency (congruent; incongruent). Each word appeared four times as study and test stimuli in the experimental trials.
For each word, three black-line stimuli with 20 point size (250 pixels × 150 pixels; 3.44 • × 1.04 • at a viewing distance of 90 cm) were prepared: courier, notera, and alternating-case courier. The left and right halves of each word were separated by a vertical line. As shown in Figure 1A , in the misaligned condition, the right half of the word (for both the study and the test words) was moved down by 100 pixels (3.44 • × 1.66 • ; at a viewing distance of 90 cm). Stimuli were presented in the aligned and misaligned condition in different blocks.
Stimuli's presentation and data collection were controlled by E-Prime 2.0 1 . The sequence of events in experimental trials is illustrated in Figure 1A : stimuli were presented on the center of a 17 CRT monitor, first, a fixation cross (500 ms), followed by the study stimulus (400 ms), then a mask (1 s), followed by the test stimulus, which remained on the screen until response or for a maximum of 2.5 s. Participants were asked to perform as quickly and as accurately as possible a same-different judgment on the left part of the test stimulus by button presses (two buttons of a PST Serial Response Box). Before the experimental trials, they were first presented with four examples on paper, for which they received feedback on the correct response; next, they performed 16 computerized practice trials on different stimuli but with the same procedure as that on experimental trials.
Participants performed eight blocks of experimental trials (four aligned; four misaligned; block-and trial-order randomized), each block comprised six sets of words (96 trials). For the group exposed to alternating-case words, study and test word-pairs were of four types: (i) lowercase study-word and alternated uppercase-lowercase test-word (e.g., lima-TeMa; see Figure 1A ); (ii) lowercase study-word and alternated lowercaseuppercase test-word (e.g., lima-tEmA; see Figure 1A) , and vice versa, e.g., (iii) LiMa-tema, and (iv) lImA-tema, respectively. This group was presented with four orders of the eight blocks, each order comprising two types of study and test word pairs.
In Experiment 2, 24 sets of four CV.CV Portuguese pseudowords were created from the word sets used in Experiment 1 (and presented in the Supplemental Material). Whenever possible, the pseudowords were created by swapping the first consonant of one word from another within-set, or by changing the first consonant so that it resulted in a pseudoword. Material preparation (20 point size; courier font) and procedure were the same as in Experiment 1, as shown in Figure 2A ; the only difference was that in the misaligned condition the distance between the left and right halves of each word was increased, resulting in a distance of 150 pixels (3.44 • × 3.71 • ; at a viewing distance of 90 cm). The increase in misalignment (relative to that used on Experiment 1) was done to increase the chance of finding the crucial interaction between alignment and congruency.
RESULTS
Due to excessive error rate (>25%), 12 participants were removed from the analyses in Experiment 1, and two participants in Experiment 2. The average global error rate for the other participants was below 3% in Experiment 1, and of ∼4% in Experiment 2. Data analyses were run, separately by experiment, on mean Signal Detection Theory (SDT) A scores (Zhang and Mueller, 2005) , with alignment (aligned; misaligned) and congruency (congruent; incongruent) as within-participants factors. A scores were computed as shown in Figure 3 , with hits (H) corresponding to the proportion of correct responses in different-response trials and false alarms (F) to incorrect responses in same-response trials. Data analysis were also run on mean Reaction Time (RT) for correct responses (across responsetype; after trimming of outliers 2.5 SD above or below the grand mean RT for each participant; <4% data excluded in each experiment). Effect sizes were analyzed according to partial eta square (η 2 ) values (Cohen, 1988) .
A was the SDT measure adopted because, in contrast to d , it is a non-parametric measure of sensitivity that does not assume normality or equal variances (Zhang and Mueller, 2005) , which was especially important because several participants had a hit rate of 1 in at least one congruent condition (39 in Experiment 1, and 11 in Experiment 2).
Experiment 1
Participants were quite accurate on same-different judgments of the critical part of Portuguese words, with overall mean A scores of 0.98 (SEM = 0.002), in line with the results found previously with this task (cf. Wong et al., 2011 Wong et al., , 2012 .
In the mixed 3 (font: courier; notera; alternating-case) × 2 × 2 ANOVA, the main effect of font was significant, F(2,127) = 6.38, p < 0.0005, η 2 = 0.09, MSE = 0.0007. Bonferroni corrected tests showed that participants had better performance when Portuguese words were presented in aLtErNaTiNg case (M = 0.99, SEM = 0.002) than when presented in handwritten notera (p = 0.001; M = 0.98, SEM = 0.002). No other differences were significant. The main effect of congruency was also significant, F(1,127) = 24.21, p < 0.0001, η 2 = 0.16, MSE = 0.0002, with higher mean A scores in congruent (M = 0.99; SEM = 0.002) than in incongruent (M = 0.98; SEM = 0.002) trials. No other significant effects were found: main effect of alignment, F(1,127) = 1.28, p = 0.26, η 2 = 0.01, MSE = 0.0002; all interactions, Fs < 1. Due to the existence of large ceiling effects in A-values, which might have obscured the magnitude of any existing differences between the three experimental conditions and the detection of any interaction effects, data analysis were run on RT, an alternative outcome measure. As illustrated in Figure 1B , in the mixed ANOVA run on mean correct RTs, the critical interaction between alignment and congruency was highly significant, F(1,127) = 14.6, p < 0.0001, η 2 = 0.10, MSE = 174. Indeed, the significant congruency effect found in the aligned condition (on average, participants were 16 ms faster, SEM = 1.9, in congruent than in incongruent trials), F(1,127) = 70.08, p < 0.0001, was significantly reduced in the misaligned condition (average congruency effect of 7 ms, SEM = 2.0), F(1,127) = 12.68, p < 0.001, and hence, the effect of congruency was significantly larger when Portuguese words were aligned than misaligned, t(130) = 3.82, p < 0.0005.
No significant main effect of alignment was found, F < 1, but the main effect of congruency was significant, F(1,127) = 54.14, p < 0.0001, η 2 = 0.30, MSE = 317, and the main effect of font was marginally significant, F(2,127) = 2.99, p = 0.054, η 2 = 0.04, MSE = 55167, because, as shown in Figure 1B and demonstrated in post hoc HSD Tukey tests, participants were overall faster when words were presented in typical courier than in handwritten case (p = 0.038; the other two comparisons, ps > 0.40).
Crucially, font did not modulate the word composite effect, not even remotely: Alignment × Congruency × Font, F(2,127) = 0.41, p = 0.67, η 2 = 0.01, MSE = 174. In order to provide more single-degree-of-freedom more stringent tests to our hypotheses, we next examined the word composite effect separately for each font. As shown in Figure 1B , the interaction between alignment and congruency was significant for handwritten words, F(1,41) = 4.22, p = 0.046, η 2 = 0.09, MSE = 287, alternating-case WoRdS, F(1,42) = 6.25, p = 0.016, η 2 = 0.13, MSE = 167, and also for the typical, courier font, F(1,44) = 5.25, p = 0.027, η 2 = 0.11, MSE = 76. Therefore, there was no significant impact of font (relative to typical printed font, neither a reduction of Frontiers in Psychology | www.frontiersin.org the congruency effect for mixed-case nor an increase of the congruency effect for notera font) in the word composite effect, suggesting that it stems from abstract, feature-independent representations.
Experiment 2
In the ANOVA run on A scores for Portuguese pseudowords, the interaction between alignment and congruency was significant, F(1,41) = 143,4, p < 0.0001, η 2 = 0.78, MSE = 0.015, but it was in the opposite direction than that signaling the composite effect. To put it differently, contrary to the composite effect, the effect of congruency was smaller in the aligned (M = 0.01, SEM = 0.002) than in the misaligned (M = 0.45, SEM = 0.002) condition. The two main effects were also significant: alignment, F(1,41) = 118.9, p < 0.0001, η 2 = 0.74, MSE = 0.017, with better performance when pseudowords were presented aligned (M = 0.98, SEM = 0.007) than misaligned (M = 0.76, SEM = 0.03); and congruency, F(1,41) = 164.63, p < 0.0001, η 2 = 0.80, MSE = 0.014, with higher sensitivity for congruent (M = 0.98, SEM = 0.005) than incongruent (M = 0.75, SEM = 0.03) trials.
In the ANOVA run on correct RTs, as shown in Figure 2B , both main effects were significant: alignment, F(1,41) = 7.56, p = 0.009, η 2 = 0.16, MSE = 924; congruency, F(1,41) = 23.81, p < 0.0001, η 2 = 0.37, MSE = 115. Most important, a composite effect was not observed, given that no significant interaction between alignment and congruency was found, F < 1. In other words, the disruption of stimulus' configuration in the misaligned condition did not lead to a significant reduction of the congruency effect (M = 6.8, SEM = 2.4) relative to the aligned condition (M = 9.3, SEM = 2.4).
In this vein and considering the hypothesis that the word composite effect may result from access to abstract lexical representations, the direct comparison (unilateral t-test) between the congruency effect (computed on correct RTs) found for Portuguese words in Experiment 1 and for pseudowords in Experiment 2 revealed that the congruency effect was larger for Portuguese words but only in the aligned condition, t(170) = 1.85, p = 0.033, not in the misaligned, t < 1, on which stimulus' configuration was disrupted.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
In the present study we examined the locus of the word composite effect (cf. Wong et al., 2011 Wong et al., , 2012 by presenting Portuguese readers with written words and pseudowords in the composite task. Specifically, in Experiment 1, we investigated whether the word composite effect occurs at an early, low-level stage of visual processing, influenced by surface features (i.e., font: courier, notera, or alternatingcAsE). Indeed, electrophysiological evidence on Chinese readers recently suggested that the word composite effect could be affected by low-level visual features, given that for one-kanji words the effect modulated the P1 index, occurring 100-140 ms after stimulus onset (Chen et al., 2013) . From this evidence, it could be the case that depending on font the composite effect (i.e., stronger congruency effect in the aligned condition) would be smaller for mixed-case words given the novelty of this configuration and disruption of the whole representation/the visual codes that are used in word recognition (e.g., Mayall et al., 1997; Mayall, 2002; Braet and Humphreys, 2006; Reingold et al., 2010) and larger for handwritten forms due to their stronger reliance in geometrical structure and configural information than printed words, Barnhart and Goldinger, 2013) .
Much on the contrary, in Experiment 1, the word composite effect signaled by the significant alignment by congruency interaction was immune to font. Participants showed faster performance on congruent than incongruent trials especially in the aligned condition, and this congruency effect was significantly reduced when words were misaligned.
This pattern of results shows that this effect, originally reported in Chinese and English readers by Wong et al. (2011 Wong et al. ( , 2012 , is robust. Visual word recognition presents the signature of perceptual expertise: the automatic and compulsory processing of all parts of a word. Most important, the present results demonstrate that the word composite effect is immune to surface features of words: the same strong congruency effect, severely reduced in the misaligned condition, was found for handwritten and alternating-cAsE fonts as for a typical print font. These results agree with prior findings with the masked priming paradigm (which taps into early but already abstract stages of visual-word processing), demonstrating that both handwritten and alternating-case prime words are as effective as printed primes on word recognition (Gil-Lopez et al., 2011; Perea et al., 2015) . In sum, the results of Experiment 1 demonstrate that the word composite effect stems from access to abstract representations. The multiple encounters with words through reading experience give rise to a perceptual system that is able to neglect visual differences that do not alter what is invariant in a word -the identity and sequence of letters (Dehaene, 2009) .
At what stage of processing does the holistic processing of words take place? The VWFA is generally agreed to intervene in the efficient identification of orthographic stimuli (Dehaene et al., 2001) and to enable quick association of such stimuli with phonological and lexical information (Hashimoto and Sakai, 2004) . The VWFA contains specialized neuronal circuitry for orthographic coding (Dehaene et al., 2015) : with alphabetic expertise, the VWFA develops an efficient bottom-up hierarchy of tuned cells for letters, bigrams, morphemes and short words. Indeed, in expert alphabetic readers, the VWFA is organized in a posterior-to-anterior hierarchy (Dehaene et al., 2004; Vinckier et al., 2007; Thesen et al., 2012) : posterior parts respond to individual letters, irrespective of case (Dehaene et al., 2004; Thesen et al., 2012) , whereas anterior parts respond to letter combinations such as bigrams (Binder et al., 2006; Vinckier et al., 2007 ). An fMRI study using repetition suppression even suggests that some neurons in the VWFA may sharply tune to known words (Glezer et al., 2009; Dehaene et al., 2015) . Holistic processing may intervene to bind together individual letters that activate the posterior part of the VWFA providing the input that activates more anterior parts of the VWFA, responsive to whole words.
The composite effect was not observed for Portuguese pseudowords. We observed a congruence effect for pseudowords, given that, regardless of disruption of the CV.CV configuration, due to automatic phonological recoding of the written stimuli, performance was affected by the irrelevant part even in the misaligned condition. If anything, the composite effect for pseudowords was in the opposite direction than that signaling the usual composite effect.
The congruency effect was significantly larger for Portuguese words than for pseudowords but only in the aligned condition, suggesting that more than depending on access to abstract orthographic representations, the composite effect has a lexical locus.
It could be argued that instead of an involvement of the VWF system, attentional spatial demands to multiple elements could underpin the word composite effect. Indeed, all parts of a word are diagnostic to its identity, and word recognition relies on efficient mechanisms of letter identity and letter position (Grainger, 2008) . Therefore, attentional mechanisms, supported by the posterior parietal cortex (PPC; Reilhac et al., 2013) , could instead be responsible for holistic processing of words. This would agree with the results of Chua et al. (2015) , who recently showed that for non-face objects of expertise, after laboratory training, the emergence of the composite effect depended on spatial attention. However, this possibility seems unlikely, taking into account the results obtained in Experiment 1 with alternating-case words and those obtained in Experiment 2 with pseudowords.
Specifically, in Experiment 1, we found the same word composite effect for courier (typical printed) and alternating-case fonts. Although earlier studies suggested that alternating-case disrupts low-level early visual encoding of letters (e.g., Besner and Johnston, 1989) , recent behavioral, neuropsychological, and neuroimaging studies have shown that the impact of alternatingcase primarily influences attentional processes in the PPC and not early processes supported by occipital regions (e.g., Mayall et al., 1997; Braet and Humphreys, 2006; Braet and Humphreys, 2007; Reingold et al., 2010) . Note that the PPC is the neural region that underpins visual spatial attention mediating multiple element processing including that of letter-strings (e.g., Lobier et al., 2012; Reilhac et al., 2013) . Thus, if the locus of the word composite effect resulted from attentional demands of multiple-letter processing, given that case alternation specifically affects this attentional PPC mechanism, then we should have found a smaller congruency effect in the aligned condition for alternating-case words than for printed words. Much on the contrary, the congruency effect was virtually the same in both conditions, suggesting that it is not attention to multiple letters that is the locus of the composite effect. Furthermore, in Experiment 2, no such composite effect was found for pseudowords, and hence, this effect seems to depend on internal, abstract, and lexical representations, presumably supported by the VWF system.
It might seem at odds that surface features do not affect holistic processing of words, given the prior evidence with Chinese readers showed that the kanji-word composite effect was modulated at the electrophysiological P1 time-window (Chen et al., 2013) . Note, however, that the present results were obtained with alphabetic readers, for whom no study to date has examined the neural underpinnings of the word composite effect. Additionally, it might be the case that feedback from more anterior, high-level areas (including the VWF area, and possibly those responsible for phonological or semantic processing) were involved in the electrophysiological results reported by Chen et al. (2013) . Another possible reason for the apparent disparate results may reside in the nature of the actual manipulations carried out in the two studies. In Experiment 1, we tested the influence of visual differences that do not affect the identity of the letters, nor the sequence of letters in the word, on the word composite effect. On the opposite the kanji-word composite effect that was modulated at the electrophysiological P1 time-window in Chen et al. (2013) experiment resulted from misalignment of two parts of a character which may have interfered/impared the recognition of what has been learned to be a perceptual unit through reading experience. It thus may be the case that the manipulations conducted in the two studies are targeting two different mechanisms. Note that our word recognition system meets two apparent contradictory requirements: on one hand it is able to ignore significant visual differences, those that are processed as irrelevant to the identity of letters or to identify the sequence of letters, but it is highly sensible to changes that may hamper the identity or categorization of learned perceptual units (Dehaene, 2009) . Further studies should thus examine these distinct possibilities.
The present results suggest that the word composite effect has a lexical orthographic locus, but phonological mediation could also be involved. Although the phonological code lags slightly beyond the orthographic code, both are rapidly activated (e.g., Van Orden, 1987; Ferrand and Grainger, 1993; Ziegler et al., 2000; Grainger et al., 2006; cf. Van Orden and Kloos, 2005 for a revision), and hence, the word composite effect could be modulated by orthography-to-phonology consistency. Note that, in Portuguese, an orthographic syllable (e.g.,<ca> in <cano> and <cave>; English translation: pipe and basement) can map into more than one phonological syllable (e.g., /k6/ in /k6nu/, and /ka/ in /kav@/, respectively). Therefore, if phonology modulated the word composite effect (i.e., the magnitude of the congruency effect in the aligned condition relative to the misaligned one), then the congruency effect for orthographyto-phonology inconsistent words (e.g., cano; cave) would be significantly smaller than for consistent words (e.g., tive; tino; /tiv@/ and /tinu/; English translation: (I) had; sense, respectively), and exclusively in the aligned condition. Future studies should examine this possibility.
In sum, the present results demonstrate that the word composite effect stems from access to abstract lexical representations, presumably underpinned by the VWF system. This effect is immune to changes in surface features and was not found for pseudowords.
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